Origin ERP
Providing Police
Forces the platform
to transform their
business by integrating
back-office applications

Delivery options
Understanding your organisational challenges
We work closely with our customers and understand the
challenges that all Police Forces are under to save costs
and transform their organisations without impacting on
front line services.

Our solution

The Origin Programme

Live in 30 UK Police Forces our solutions are
demonstrating their ability to transform back-office,
business support within the UK Police Service.

Supporting collaboration is central to our strategic
direction. We manage solution development
through a unique partnership with the UK’s Police
Service.

Origin is Capita’s Police specific solution which
integrates the back office applications providing
Forces the platform to transform their business.
Underpinned by Oracle’s world class technology,
Origin is the core enabling technology for Police
Force shared service collaborations and provides an
innovative transformational platform to transform
back-office functions, including:
■ Human Resources
■ Police Specific Duty Management
■ Skills Management
■ Payroll
■ Expenses
■ Finance
■ Health and Safety
■ i-Procurement
■ Business Intelligence
all delivered through an intuitive employee selfservice front end.

This valuable partnership allows Capita to dilute
system ownership and development costs for
individual Police Forces. In effect we have created a
‘development shared service’ for the Police Service.
This ensures that we are not only able to drive down
the cost but also the risk of ICT ownership and
create a highly effective solution which supports the
outcomes of efficiency and cost reduction.
The Origin Programme provides Forces with a
development partnership for all of its members.
Many benefits are leveraged including:
■ Unification and reuse of Force ideas
■ Sharing of experiences
■ Cost dilution.
■ Promotes best practice
■ Convergence towards common business
processes
The flexibility of Origin’s delivery options and
our expertise within the Police Service means
that Origin has the flexibility to suit any Police
Force’s Transformational processes.
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Origin is successfully demonstrating its ability to be delivered through a programme of incremental reform,
via a fully integrated back-office system for an individual Force, as part of an outsourced project or as a key
collaboration enabler for a multi-Force implementation.
This means that Origin is flexible enough to change with you as your organisation changes.

Benefits
The benefits for Police Forces include the following reductions:
■ System ownership costs
■ Development costs

■ Risk of ICT ownership

An Origin implementation is a key enabler to true back-office transformation in the Police Service.

One version of the truth
All resource information available and
up-to-date in a single, secure application.
Police specific duty management
Shifts, minimum cover rules, working
time directive, payments and
allowances, time off in lieu, breaks.
Best practise processes
Ongoing development
with a user base of over
30 Police Forces.
Flexible deployment options
Single Force, multi-Force,
G-cloud, hosted service, shared
service, fast proven rollout.

Human Resources was at the heart of our
decision making process to choose Origin ERP
from Capita. Origin is developed specifically
for the Police Service and by taking advantage
of the full scope of the system, we have
gained a fully integrated ERP system.
Graham Liddiard
Director of Resources
Staffordshire Police

Reduced paper, reduced bureaucracy
Efficiency gains from a streamlined process
where data is entered once, by the right
person at the right time.
Easy to use what-if scenarios
Scenario based modelling to show, for
example, impacts of changes in sickness
rates on duty management.

Improve decision making
Ensures the right resources
are allocated to the right task.

Local response to national
challenge Allocating key
resource to London riots
> 80% quicker.
Accuracy and availability
“Is there a rape-trained,
Polish speaking officer
available, instantly?”
Secure delivery to mobile
Provides access to key data
wherever it is required: mobile,
desktop and tablet device.
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